December 2017

Looking back

CFI’s Bit!

There is no doubt. That was the season that never was! However, looking back through the
whole year, despite the deluge of water, many had quite a successful time. We had an early
“flurry” of Silver completions in May whilst away in Scotland, first field landings a-plenty and
many personal achievements, such as flying a new type. A few joined private syndicates. We
had a “gaggle” of XC endorsement completions, progressions up the card system by quite a few
and a first solo.
Well done to all of you that managed to achieve something during the year. Of course,
achievements are not just the “big” things. If you have finally managed to nail the winch launch,
circuit, or have got to grips with landings in this year, well done!
Gliding can be extremely frustrating and progress can sometimes seem slow, but the rewards
are there for the taking, once you have “bashed through” the frustrating stage. Keep at it!
We also “almost” have two new BI instructors; Geoff Hughes and Graham Rendell. Geoff and
Graham’s completions have been thwarted by our soggy field, but all being well, they should be
sorted soon.
We also congratulate Graeme Alexander for completing his flight instructor course recently. Well
done Graeme and well deserved. I am sure BFGC pilots will look forward to flying with him.

Safety
Our Safety Officer, Richard Peake, has been doing a great job in the background. Well done
Richard, thank you. As well as looking at safety issues, he has been working closely with Keith
Clarke and together, safety material is constantly being updated and refreshed on our website.
Please use this facility and look at the safety stuff. It is there for your benefit.

Thanks
Thanks to all of the Instructors, duty crews and mid-week crews for all of your efforts during
last season.
Fingers crossed for at least a few days of “soaring” next year. I think we are due a decent year.
Fly as often as you can, stay within your own limits, fly switched on and not turned off!
Before you fly, you must think, “What can catch me out today?” and consider what you would
do.
Happy, safe flying for 2018. I hope you all achieve something, but above all, have fun!
Ian Ashton - CFI

Please note that all Internet links in this publication are live and can be ‘clicked through’.
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Faxed!
FAX found in drawer ... (from a previous Chairman)
In 1997 we went on a long holiday to Australia, including a week at a gliding club in
Queensland. (Surprise, surprise!!)
We had sent all our Christmas cards before we went and were most surprised to receive the
following Fax at the Queensland Club:

c/o Sunstate Soaring, Dalby. QLD
From a Jealous S.P. (syndicate partner)
To Reg Wooller
Thanks for the Christmas Card
It was a good day last Friday, so smoked the Barograph
and declared a 15,000K goal with turning point of the
second Pyramid as suggested. Took off early, got wave to
30,000 from Mont Blanc and a great thermal from Vesuvius.
It was blue after the T.P. so chickened out (what’s
new!) had enough height for final glide, but it was
stretched a bit!
Have a great week, want lots of ‘how I did it’ stories
to keep PP quiet and to keep you going till the spring
... and a Happy Christmas.
M & M

I believe that this Australian club is no longer in operation, but Reg had a memorable few
flights there. The weather was hot (40°+ at times) and liquid refreshment a necessity, on
the ground and in the air. He got through 2 x 2ltr bottles on one flight! Followed on landing
by salty crisps to replenish his salt.
This holiday resulted in his long held wish to fly at Omarama, in N.Z. which we did several
years later. During the week there, he had a 3 hour flight to Mount Cook and back in an Ash
25 and on landing, I could see his grin from the Hotel!!
One day we may return to fly there again.
- Margaret Wooller

Quick Quote!

Sometimes, flying feels too godlike to be attained by man. Sometimes, the world from
above seems too beautiful, too wonderful, too distant for human eyes to see.
- Charles Lindbergh
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Portmoak in November
Going away for a soaring
expedition to Scotland is always
an act of faith, (or perhaps the
triumph of hope over
experience) – and to book a
random week in November
pushes the concept of tempting
providence to its limits! I can
well remember a notable visit to
Portmoak in November 2014,
when we spent the entire week
wishing the visibility were good
enough to actually see the ridge
from the airfield café. I didn’t
rig at all that week and in the
end, in an act of sheer
desperation, settled for a 4
minute circuit in a borrowed
Astir on the last afternoon! You can’t win them all!
So, it was with a mixture of naive hope and a nagging sense of potential dread that five of us
hitched up our five trailers and set off north last month. Ian Ashton brought the Duo, Jon Hough
and John Knowles brought their respective ASW’s, (M80 and T54), Matt Price came with his
Cirrus (2ZC) and I brought up the rear with my Ventus.
Whatever else was going to happen, we had a good crowd and a warm and cosy pine-clad lodge
nestled behind Benarty, so we were well set up and we sat that first evening, beers in hand
looking down on the lights of Kelty, twinkling in the distance and crossed everything in sight for
a good week’s flying weather, (before heading off down the pub for dinner).
For once, we were not disappointed! The gods were definitely smiling on us and the heavens
opened up for a virtually unbroken week of clear skies and firm westerly winds - Just what
Portmoak likes best! In the end, we only lost two days over the week to low
cloud/rain/sleet/snow and the rest of the time, the conditions were “ALL THINGS.” (Bright and
Beautiful!)
Mind you, it was cold! I
mean, what do you
expect when you go to
Scotland in the depths of
winter? I do remember
thinking, as I was
scraping the ice off my
covers one morning, that
it all felt a bit different to
my last expedition in
Fuentemilanos!
Obviously, we’d all come
well prepared and were
wearing multiple layers
of thermal everything. To
the extent that the
cockpit was quite a bit
more “snug” than usual
and movement was
sometimes a bit
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problematic. Even so, it was often the cold that eventually drove us back to the airfield, with
a steaming bowl of scotch broth waiting in the café to warm us up at the end of the flight.
In the mornings, we tried to get to the launch point as briskly as we could. Working fast kept
you warm and besides, the short winter days gave you quite a limited flying window. If you
landed down at 3:30pm , you only just had time to tow back to the trailer park, put on the
covers and tie down before it was too dark to see what you were doing any more. But while
we were in the air, the conditions just gave and gave.
The ridges (either Bishop or Benarty) were working all week and provided a solid base for
exploratory trips into the wave that was, by turn, both available and elusive. We all learnt a
lot over the course of the week to stand us in good stead for future trips to the area. For me,
I received a timely lesson in humility. I really wanted a Gold Height and was hoping that this
would be the trip that would nail it, but, despite some memorable wave flights, the magical
3,000 metre gain eluded me all week, in spite of the fact that Ian Ashton managed it twice,
flying on the same days and in the same areas as me! Obviously I’ve still got a lot to learn.
(And I’m looking forward to the process!)
In the end, Ian was the only one to reach dizzy heights on this trip, (once with a shivering
Tracy in the back seat!) although we all had a lot of fun a bit lower down, playing in the wave.
In Jon Hough’s case, this was probably just as well, because he realised on the first night that,
although he’d lugged all his oxygen equipment up with him, he’d left a vital tube behind in his
garage and therefore couldn’t use it! (Of course, he blamed me!)
Being so far north and at this time of the year, the sun was low in the sky all day and in spite
of the visibility problems this sometimes caused, it led to some spectacular views, with the
sun pouring over the tops of the wave clouds and we all came away with some impressive
photos to remind us of the great times we had in the air.
Round about mid-week, there was a changing of the guard and Matt seamlessly transformed
into Tracy. (I must ask him how he managed that some time!) Other than that, the week
settled into a pleasant routine of being woken early each morning by the hair-triggered smoke
alarm in the kitchen, as the first one up tried to make toast and then cold days searching for
wave and warm evenings searching for bar meals. We were very successful at both!
All good things must come to an end however and all too soon, we were de-rigging, packing
away, sweeping out the lodge and preparing for the trip back. Many thanks to Ian for
organising such a successful trip and to all the others in the group for their good company, the
many laughs we had and all the help and support offered over the week. It was a great week
and I personally can’t wait to try it all again when we return next spring. - Keith Clarke
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Annual Returns
It’s that season again!
It’s that special season when almost everyone makes a list.
Then you have to check it twice and send it off to see if
you have been naughty or nice.
I am of course talking about Annual Returns! If you have
been nice and handed in your Annual Return, you can
continue flying solo after December the 31st. If you have
been naughty, you go onto “the naughty list”. After 31st
December you will be two-seater flying only.
If you have flown solo during the last season, you must
submit an Annual Return. As I write, fourteen solo pilots
have not yet submitted a return. Time is running out.

CLOCK
The
is Ticking!

Annual return attachments (Optional)
On the 21st September, I sent Annual Return forms to all pilots. I also attached an “optional”
document for you to complete and return to me if you wanted to. This was, in essence, a
questionnaire and was an opportunity to have your say regarding the flying operation, your
thoughts on our fleet, your own personal progression and future “wish list” etc. I asked if
any of you had any ideas or suggestions for our club.
I also wanted to gauge if you believe that I am taking the club in the right direction. After
all, it is a members’ club and as CFI, I should be progressing the flying aspects of the club
in the direction that the bulk of the members want it to go. No point me trying to “guide”
the club in a certain direction if it’s not what the members want. I do, and will, listen.
We also have to appeal to what “younger and newer members” want, as they are the future.
If we do not do this, we won’t have a future.
In the last newsletter, I showed you an “old” Yellow Card from the 1970’s. This indicated
just how many “hoops” a member had to jump through to progress. It was the same for
every single card. Hoops, hurdles and an over-bureaucratic system ruled the waves. I am
trying to peel this back by removing unnecessary items, but still retain the good points (of
which there are many), but it’s hard work.
We have to move forward, otherwise we will just stagnate. We will become a “Woolworths”.
We all know what happened to Woolworths. Unable and unwilling to adapt.
I had a pretty good response in terms of numbers that “opted” to return their thoughts. I
would like to thank each and every one of you that took the time to respond.
Wherever possible, I will be working through the various suggestions during the next season.
Some of you have highlighted areas that I am already aware of and working on. It’s
reassuring to know that most of us seem to be singing from the same hymn sheet in terms
of club progression and alignment to the rest of the gliding world.
In terms of your personal goals and ambitions, most of you have achievable ones, even if
some may be a tad too “optimistic” for next season. It will be my aim to help you work
towards those ambitions, but some of you also have to help yourselves.
A significant number of responders, not having already done so, expressed their wish to get
into glass fibre aircraft at BFGC. Many commented on the difficulty of trying to achieve this.
“The K21 is always used for visitors”, or, “only K13’s are brought out”.
There is an “elephant in the room”, let’s let it out. It is no secret that some instructors only
fly K13’s. There is nothing I can do about this, nor would I want to. All are volunteers, and
give up their time to help others learn to fly. They are a precious resource. They are
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entitled to choose their own preferred “weapon of choice” when instructing. If they are more
comfortable in a K13, so be it.
However, if this does restrict members’ opportunities regarding progression, then that’s a
problem.
So, how can you help yourselves?
There is a saying in life. “If you do what you have always done, you will get what you have
always got”. You have to change something to get a different outcome. If you want to
progress to glass fibre, there’s no point only turning up at the club when its likely that only
K13’s will be out.
Sadly, there are quite a few members that have been around for a considerable time, who
have a desire to fly glass fibre club machines solo, but it’s not happened. As a club we have
let some of you down.
So, all of you that want to fly “glass”, let’s make it happen in 2018.
I have said this before. I will say it again. Let me be quite clear.
•
•
•

Our K21 is a club glider and available for all to fly. It is not a “visitor glider.”
If you want to fly BF1 or our new Acro, put it on the list and make your intentions known.
All members have equal rights to all types.

Our Astirs are under-utilised and yet, according to your feedback, many want to fly them!
The problem of course with the Astirs is that they
are often not brought out. We just bring a K8 out,
with glass fibre pushed to the back of the hangar.
This is actively preventing progress for those that
wish to move to glass machines.
Isn’t it time that the club moved forward?
Judging by your feedback, this is what a lot of
you want.

Misdirection and mischief
I have heard “comments” and “rumours” that
only a small handful of members are light enough to fly our Acro. This is plain rubbish. Yes,
the weight limits are not ideal, but a good number will be able to fly it dual with a
reasonable choice of instructors, as long as you don’t expect to fly with a “less dainty”
instructor and you are “less dainty” yourself. Those combinations of heavier people can
always fly BF1 or a K13.
The club, therefore, can cater for all legal pilot combinations.
Everyone below the legal maximum of 242lbs can fly the Acro solo. So, everyone in the club
can fly it.
What do you have to do to fly the Acro solo?
• If you have no experience of similar types, fly it dual and get used to it. You will require a
launch failure when ready.
• If you have flown similar solo such as the K21, or have more experience on glass fibre,
probably just a briefing is all that is required.
•

There is no drama, no complications, no 85 boxes to tick. Get in it and fly it!

In terms of the Acro, sadly, it arrived just as our field turned to mush. (In August!) But
hopefully it will make a difference to the “glass” availability next season. There should
always be a two-seat glass machine available to fly at the launch point. I will be using the
Acro and K21 for training next year, plus of course, our workhorse K13’s.
Ian Ashton - CFI
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There’s Hope Yet!
... in precision manoeuvres, such as are required for license night tests, constant
altitudes must be kept. To keep them, it is once more, most important to catch the first
small direction; and to do that, you have to keep watching your altimeter; and
concerning that, here is a trick.
Don't let your attention freeze on it, for if you did that, some other phase of your flying
would go wrong. And at the same time, don't let your attention freeze on anything else,
(such as your drift, for instance), for if you did that, your altimeter would go wrong. It is
perhaps the most important mental characteristic of the good pilot, that his attention is
always dilated, spread, wandering - never concentrated. Maybe that is why it used to be
thought that really good pilots were on the dumb side, or anyway not too brainy and
that too brainy a man made a poor pilot; the brainy, well-schooled man has a habit of
concentrating on one thing at a time to the exclusion of all others and of keeping
concentrated on it until it is solved, or finished, or done.
Wolfgang Langewiesche – “Stick and Rudder”
Thanks to Ged for finding this gem and sending it in. - Ed.

How Many?

How many BFGC members does it take to de-rig an Astir?
Apparently, the answer is - “Eleven - Three to de-rig, seven to stand around, shaking
their heads / tutting / giving ‘helpful’ advice - and one to take the photograph!”
Many thanks to Tony Platt for sending this in (and for being the official “de-rig
photographer”) - Ed.

+

=
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Dumper Truck’s Demise!

All good things must come to an end and that includes the club’s veteran dumper truck.
So, late in October, a hardy group assembled to bid a solemn farewell and organise the
removal of the truck to that great dump in the sky. Not a simple task! As you can see, the
first job involved pouring many gallons of water onto the apron, (because the apron really
needs more water on it just now!)

Then, the JCB was brought into play, to grab the dumper truck round the waist and hoist it
onto the flat-bed. Unfortunately, it soon became clear that this unstable arrangement
stood a good chance of dropping the truck and doing serious damage to the flat-bed. So,
back to the drawing board!

A new approach was tried, using a nose to nose method. It may look even more precarious,
but it worked - and even allowed the JCB and the dumper truck a chance for a final stolen
kiss before being parted for ever! Aww! - Admit it, the JCB looks really deflated! (Especially that front nearside tyre!)

Anyway, it did the trick and soon the BFGC dumper truck was secured on the flat-bed and
ready for its final journey into the unknown. It reminds me so much of an almost identical
photo from NASA! Thanks to John Windsor for recording this historic moment for the club.
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Ground Ops. Training
While we have not been snowed-under with new members to inflict this upon, I have
used the new Ground Ops. Training material with a couple of existing, relatively new
members, who thought it very useful. (Well, that’s what they said to me!) If there is
anyone in that category who would like to be given any of the presentations, then don’t
hesitate to contact a Ground Ops. Trainer. A list is on the DP van notice board and they
are straining at the lease!
Recently, I was told about a new member who was very keen and was already getting
involved in ground ops. activities. When I enquired, I discovered that no presentations
had been given. One of the functions of these is to ensure that
everyone gets told the same stuff. It may be a nuisance to drag
someone back to the clubhouse, but for better or worse, the use of
our ground ops. presentations is now part of our training process
and new members appearing on the field should be
introduced to them. I genuinely believe that if their use
becomes the norm, our club will benefit from more efficient
and safer ground operations. If you do get involved, please
pass to me any feed-back you regard as important.
- Trevor Tutthill

Quick Quotes!

Remember, you’re always a student in an airplane.
Try to keep the number of your landings equal to the number of your takeoffs.
Experience is the knowledge that enables you to recognize a mistake when you make it again.

I look down on him, because ...

Younger members may need to ask a veteran member to explain this one! - Ed.
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Scene from Above

A recent photograph of Chipping International in all its glory.!

BFGC AGM
The Annual General Meeting of Bowland Forest Gliding Club Ltd
will be held on Thursday, 22nd March 2018 at 8.00pm at:
Preston Grasshoppers RFC
Lightfoot Green Lane
Fulwood
Preston
PR4 0AP
Please try to attend if you can, as we need your input on matters of importance to
the club. Please remember that only Life Members and Full Members who have paid
their subs for the year will be eligible to vote.
Please also be aware that this year, we will need to find replacements for some
officers/committee members who will be taking a well-earned rest after many years
of service to the club. Would you consider putting your name forward?
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CSO Report
Winter Safety and working better together
Who is it within our club, that ensures we operate efficiently and safely within the regulations
and guidance of the BGA, NATS and CAA - not forgetting EASA?
You’d be forgiven for the assumption that it is just the Safety and General Committee - it isn’t,
and neither is it just the CFI and his cadre of instructors.
It is our club members and pilots, and through encouragement, coaching and support, we
generally achieve this. However we are fallible! And so are our controls and procedures and
we are reminded of this regularly through some stark reminders.
These reminders often hit us hard, or we simply get lucky and for the most part, I’m only
going to dwell on the lucky. The hard hits have been experienced and suffered up close and
personal, with a mix of injury, loss of aircraft, damaged ground equipment, damaged aircraft
and some much-bruised egos.
A recent close encounter, the lucky escape I alluded to earlier, was where a normal everyday
launch nearly ended very differently.
A damaged strop was attached to a dual aircraft and launched. Fortunately, the weak link
failed at an opportune moment and released the aircraft safely. The strop remained attached,
despite best efforts to release it and returned with the aircraft. Another close shave and no
further damage done.
This is an odd one, as we have discussed and raised awareness recently in messages about
problems created by winter and poor conditions.

Stark messages!
I’ve gathered a few examples of incidents reported this year. Trust me when I say that this is
but a few and some of these belong to us. They contain no details and neither do they add
context, however it is clear we are making mistakes.
We now have another report going to the BGA, drawing attention to
us once again.
So how do we stop these incidents?
The website, notice boards, preflight Instructor briefings,
newsletters and emails from club
aficionados appear to be working.
I suggest we all take a long hard look at
our approach to our flying in all areas. By
adopting a self-serve approach to our flying
we need to make ourselves aware of
the risks inherent in gliding and to
consider known good practice to
help avoid problems.
We need to encourage everyone
to:
• read the BGA publication
‘Managing Flying Risk’ guidance.
• stay aware of published safety education
materials which are available on our notice
boards and the safety pages on our club
website.
• report incidents no matter how insignificant.
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• discuss and coach each other within our fields of expertise.
• promote self-serve, ‘learn and support’ ethos.
• look after each other more.
• recognise when we are tired.
• recognise when we lack currency.
• When in doubt go chat with an instructor or a buddy for feedback on your ideas or concerns
about your currency.
If you have any doubts, select an instructor you feel comfortable with and discuss it with them.
These guys have a lot of experience (and I am including all instructors from BI’s all the way up
to our examiners).
Our safety messages this year have included the following items. These can be found on our
Website Safety pages and the most recent messages are clearly marked with a “New” sticker
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Safety briefings
Safe winch launching
Safe aerotowing
Learning from accidents
Spin avoidance
Collision avoidance (including FLARM/other technology)
Managing Flying Risk – essential detail for all pilots
Human Failings – a 2017 presentation for use at BGA clubs

Pilot resources- how often do you use these useful tools before a flight or when planning
another related activity. Try this link below for size
https://members.gliding.co.uk/pilot-resources-flying-training/weather/
Airspace – Take a look at the Airspace webpages to learn more about airspace safety.
https://members.gliding.co.uk/airspace/
CAA – The CAA flight safety magazine, Clued Up, is available here.
http://publicapps.caa.co.uk/modalapplication.aspx?appid=11&catid=1&id=83&mode=list&page
type=65&type=sercat
CHIRP – Human factors in safety are considered by the CHIRP organisation using real
examples of incidents. Click here to download their General Aviation Newsletters
https://www.chirp.co.uk/newsletters/general-aviation
BGA Safety Publications
Safety Website
The BGA safety webpages are at https://members.gliding.co.uk/bga-safety-management/
BGA Website Information Library
The website library includes safety documents under the following categories at
https://members.gliding.co.uk/library/safety/
Remember - Safety is no accident. Our channels are simple. We have Duty Instructors,
Pilots, CFI and DCFI and me as your Club Safety Officer to discuss any or all issues with,
through a verbal report or discussion, a telephone call, a note into the office, an email to an
individual or the Club Safety mailbox. safety@bfgc.co.uk
Richard Peake - CSO

N.B. All the underlined links above are “live” and can be clicked through directly from this publication - Ed.
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Sunset

Many thanks to Henry Stott for sending in this picture, taken a couple of weeks ago
from the sheep grid, as he was leaving the club one evening. It just goes to prove that
if it’s dark enough, even Cock Hill can look attractive. Nice one Henry! - Ed.

Oops!

And that was when
Dwight came to regret
last night’s unwise
decision to try a
second bowl of the
“Vindaloo Extra-Hot,”
at the Taj Mahal curry
house!

Keep Calm!
I expect you’ll have all noticed this device on
the wall by the lecture room and I know that
it looks just like something on the side of a
nuclear warhead that James Bond would
have to frantically disarm while it counts
down the seconds, but the Committee has
asked the membership to please stop calling
the police about it, as the Bomb Squad have
now made five wasted trips to Chipping and
they are starting to get quite shirty!
Apparently, it’s just something that Frank Gill
uses to control his temperature, (but that’s
another story) and any striking resemblance
to an Improvised Explosive Device, is purely
coincidental. Ed.
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Welcome!
2017 has seen a crop of new members and now that the year is drawing to a close, I
am pleased to be able to formally record their names here. I’m sure you’ll all join with
me in welcoming them to the club.

Full Members:

Junior Members:

Mark Walton

Joseph Calek

Phillip Tinker

Frazer Stainier

James Stainier

Orin McGin

Wayne Follett

Max Ardern

Roy Ward

Keita Hooker

Andy Batty

Joshua Pickles.

Serge Dzivitskij
Peter Sowden
Daryl Giles
Graham Carroll
John Andrew
James Haslam
I hope they’ll all stay with us a long time and get great benefit from their membership.

History of Aviation

I know that pilots in the Royal Flying Corps often came from Cavalry regiments, but I think
this was taking things a bit too far!
(Actually, it’s a popular seaside attraction from 1920 - Ed.)
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Tales of a Gliding Chancer
This tale began around that time of the
season when the hopes of 5,000ft thermals
were starting to fade from a delusional
dream to the realisation of the impending
sludge fest.
So Ian Ashton’s email, proposing a trip up
to the winter haven of Portmoak in
November, was perfectly timed to play on
the hopes and dreams of a glider pilot!
I had visited Portmoak for the first time in
May. In fact it was the first airfield I had
ever flown from other than Chipping and
had a fantastic time, along with lots of
other BFGC members.
On that trip, Ian and Pete Desmond went well out of their way to make sure everyone got
into the air safely and had a good time, despite the fact it was just as much their holiday as
it was ours. This meant that throughout the whole trip, from the first email to the last flight,
it felt like someone was looking out for us less-experienced pilots, much like a normal day’s
flying at Chipping.
When Ian’s email landed proposing another trip in November, my initial reaction was “Hell
yeah!” Not only was it an opportunity of flying at a fantastic location, but also gave the
chance to take advantage of flying the Standard Cirrus 2ZC I had recently bought into.
Having chatted to Richard Peake and Dave Gethin, my syndicate partners, it soon became
apparent they couldn’t make it, due to other commitments, which left me with the prospect
of going it alone with 2ZC up to Scotland.
How hard could it be? After all, I had already flown up there, recently completed my cross
country endorsement and had my own glider to boot!
There was still the slight challenge of towing the glider up to the middle of Scotland, which,
to the more seasoned pilots is little more than an inconvenience, but to me was a touch
daunting, given that my towing experience to date consisted of towing the winch up the
field!
I tentatively mentioned to Ian that I may be interested, asking a couple of probing
questions regarding suitability for someone with my limited experience and came away with
“I’ll let you know nearer the time” and no doubt some other non-committal excuses.
The weeks rolled by, along with the good weather… OK, so the weather was never good all
summer, but all the meanwhile, I had the promise of November flying in 2ZC at the back of
my mind, so I booked some time off work just in case.
Following a call to arms from Phil Punt, we decided to take 2ZC over to Sutton Bank for the
winter, which seemed like a great idea, given the unlikelihood of flying it at Chipping. So,
one cold October morning, Richard and I set off with trailer in tow and me at the wheel!
Armed with some good advice and under the watchful eye of Richard, I got us and 2ZC to
Sutton Bank with little fuss, other than a slightly enthusiastic cornering speed before the
25% incline on the approach to the airfield. Easy peasy!
With my new found towing confidence, I was rapidly running out of excuses and, following a
motivational chat with Richard, it was apparent I would regret not going if the weather
turned out to be good that week. Besides, we hadn’t been successful flying 2ZC at Sutton
Bank yet, due to the small matter of aerotow currency, or in my case, aerotow from
scratch!
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Having procrastinated for many weeks, I wasn’t even sure there would be room available in
the chalet, but decided I would go regardless and sort out some form of accommodation
nearby.
However, a couple of emails later, Ian graciously accepted my late notice and offered to
squeeze me in the chalet, along with Keith Clarke, John Knowles and Jon Hough.
So, that was it. I was going! Days and days of checking the weather followed and before I
knew it, I was packing every item of warm clothing I own, along with all manner of other
gliding paraphernalia into the trusty Yeti and planning my route up north.
The trip up to Scotland was quite uneventful and I arrived at the airfield with little more than
a few strange looks on the motorway. Ian, Keith and John were all rigging ready for the
morning, but Jon was nowhere to be seen. We later realised he was up in the air getting a
check flight. Jon doesn’t mess about.
It was starting to get dark, so I left the Cirrus in its trailer and we all headed to the chalet on
the other side of Ballingry - a delightful little town close to Portmoak, where it’s advised you
keep moving, or else risk your wheels being nicked!
The chalet was great, buried in the woods and hidden from the locals, but there was one
slight issue. It was soon apparent my last minute attendance meant some poor soul would
have to share their room with me. Oops! John Knowles was the unlucky one. Sorry John!
It was around now that the penny started to drop. While having dinner at the local pub, the
usual gliding talk was flowing freely and the realisation of tomorrow’s events started to kick in.
Unlike the previous trip, there was not an inexperienced pilot in sight, only tales earned from
years of experience, many of which at Portmoak. Crap! This is a trip for pundits. What am I
doing here? Argh! How hard can it be? I’ve flown here before and learnt a lot since then
anyway. I’ll be fine.
In the morning, I set about rigging and with the help of everyone I could muster, got 2ZC’s
wings on and completed a thorough DI. It was the first time 2ZC had flown since its ARC and
memories of removing all manner of critical parts were still fresh in the memory.
This was still not doing much to distract me from the increasingly daunting task of flying that
day!
The wind had picked up significantly, which meant locals were launching and heading for one
of the two ridges close to the airfield. Unfortunately there was more north in the wind than
was forecast which meant only the smaller of the two ridges called Benarty was working.
Great! I’d never flown on that ridge before and had no idea what it even looked like.
Not one to miss out on good flying,
Ian had towed the Duo to the launch
point and within a few minutes was
airborne, on his way to some amazing
height us mere mortals can only
dream of.
Although it was never the plan or
expected in any way, I was left there
thinking, “Why didn’t I get a briefing?”
I should have asked! Surely he’d not
have wanted me to launch in this
strong wind, on a ridge I’d never flown,
in 2ZC which I didn’t have much time
in? Or did he just assume I’d have
thought better of the situation?
Later that evening, Ian revealed he
knew quite well what would have been
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going through my mind, but was confident I
could handle it - (well, that I wasn’t a danger
to others!) so left me to make my own
judgements.
I must not have been the only one with a
slight chink in my confidence, as between
the rest of us, we decided it was high time
for a cup of tea in the clubhouse to gather
our thoughts.
With tea consumed and some renewed
excitement from watching Ian climb through
gold height on Flarm, we headed out and
towed to the launch point.
Deciding it wise to get a briefing from the
duty instructor and another reason to procrastinate, I helped Keith, John and Jon get into
the air while waiting for the instructor to land.
Unlike at Chipping, where we fly every second the day has to offer, Portmoak take a slightly
more laid-back approach and around midday declare it’s time for a lunch break and abandon
the operation for an hour or so.
This is just what happened the second the last of our lot launched, leaving me looking sorry
for myself and still on the hunt for a duty instructor.
After a quick warm up in the car to pull myself together, I went for some lunch in their
onsite cafe and later found an instructor able to give me a briefing.
By this point I had come to my senses a little and decided this was all within my capabilities,
which was good, as the Instructor was more or less happy for me to go after pointing out
some of the local airspace.
Right then, pull 2ZC on line and let’s get cracking!
Before I knew it, I was halfway up the launch, feeling more relaxed with every foot of
altitude gained and, after what seemed like ages (the airfield is massive), I reached the top
of the launch and pointed in the direction of Benarty.
It was now well into the afternoon and with it being November, the sun was pretty low in
the sky right behind the ridge. With one hand on the stick and the other blocking out the
sun, I headed for the black silhouette of Benarty, whilst simultaneously tapping away at the
altimeter.
There were quite a few other gliders airborne, so with eyes on stalks, I tentatively climbed
on the ridge until I topped out around the same height as most other people. I say most, as
Ian was still airborne and looking down on everyone else. You can really go off some people
you know!
In the little time I had between frantically spotting other gliders, I was looking towards a
large wave bar that had sat a fair distance from the ridge for most of the day and noticed it
was slowly getting closer to the hill.
I’m afraid anyone reading this expecting a heroic story of fighting rotor and “10 down”
before breaking into super smooth wave… will be a little disappointed. Maybe next year!
Instead, the inevitable happened and as the bar approached, the hill started to turn off and
any dreams of punching forward and climbing away were replaced with a very unhappy
sounding vario and a decision to head for high key.
Everyone else from BFGC had already thought better of it and landed, but due to my late
launch I held on as long as I could. As it turns out, so had another pilot flying a K21 and as I
was letting down over the loch he made a downwind call whilst flying towards me!
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Now I’m no expert, but I always thought you made your downwind call when travelling,
downwind? Anyway, I was now completing my turn to put me on a downwind leg, still falling
out of the sky and now with another glider slightly ahead and above of me. Great stuff!
I made my radio call in an attempt to make it clear to the K21 that I was also in circuit and
evaluated the situation for a moment. I wasn’t in a comfortable position being lower than the
K21, completely in his blind spot and with less separation than I would have liked.
With no response from the K21 pilot, I checked the airfield was clear and that no other gliders
were in circuit before declaring over the radio that I would be turning in early.
Out came the airbrakes as I spotted my intended landing area and with a spitfire-esque
approach, I was shortly on the ground and tucked off to one side of the airfield. Phew, that
was exciting!
My next thoughts were, did I do the right thing? Was I about to get a quiet word with the
duty instructor?
Thankfully this wasn’t the case and goes to show the excellent training we get at Chipping
pays off, despite sometimes feeling like the instructor is scared of heights when they pull the
brakes on you coming back from the hill!
What a day! Although the flight was nothing special, little more than 50 minutes on a ridge, it
was my first experience away with my own glider, in tricky conditions and without someone
holding my hand the whole way. To top it off, I had a conflict in circuit to deal with.
That evening the gliding banter was flowing freely again. You would think it would become
tiresome but we all know it doesn’t. Amid the various accounts of the day, Ian, the
philosopher, pointed out something that I think is responsible for us all being so addicted to
this fantastic sport.
The thing with gliding is that achievements are all relative to your current experience and
abilities. That first time you nail a crosswind landing is no less rewarding than the first time
you go solo.
Those 50 minutes on the ridge may have seemed pretty uninspiring to most, but marked a
good milestone for me and made the trip all the way up to Scotland worth every second.
We didn’t get to fly every day, due to the weather, but I did get airborne again that week and
had great fun beating up and down the other ridge, Bishop Hill, along with the other keen-asmustard Chipping lot.
So what was the point of all these ramblings? Well it obviously wasn’t to make everyone
jealous of gold heights in wave. You’ll have to ask the others about that!
I guess it was to share my little achievements, encourage others to try new flying experiences
and if nothing else, provide a welcome distraction from the terrible weather!
Thanks to Ian for arranging the trip, Keith for the fantastic Spag Bol, John for graciously
sharing his room and Jon for ... well being Jon!
Thanks guys, I had a great time and hope to make it a habit in the future.
Safe flying.
- Matt Price
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Parlick
(Also known as Parlick Pike)
I thought, when I had
the idea about an
article about Beacon
and Parlick, that I
would be able to find
equal amounts of
information about
both. This however is
turning out not to be
the case. Parlick,
unlike Beacon, has
not been subject to
the type of
developments that
have shaped Beacon
and simply remains a
hill. It is however a hill that attracts a considerable number of walkers and, as we well know,
paragliders. It’s described, in various sources, as an approximately cone shaped steepsided hill at the extreme south of the main range of Bowland fells. The boundaries of the
boroughs of Wyre and Ribble Valley pass very close to the summit and as a result half of the
hill lies in each. The summit, at 432m consists of little more than a cairn. Views from the
summit are – to the south Preston and Winter Hill, to the east Pendle Hill and west to
Blackpool and the Irish Sea.
The Bowland Fells also lie within the Bowland Forest Area. This may seem odd at first as
there is no actual forest. The word “forest” in this context is used in the old term meaning
“Royal Forest”, otherwise an area reserved for hunting by the monarch, which goes back to
pre-Norman days.
So what’s in a name? There seem to be a number, but not a lot of suggestions, including
Pirloc “ fold for sheep or goats.” A sheep fold, at which grew a pear tree, may have been at
the foot of or on the slope of the hill; this may have given the hill its current name. Other
versions include Perlak, Pireloke and Pyrelock Pike.
If you care to walk to the top of Parlick,
you may come across several
indentations on the side of the hill
similar to some on Windmill Hill in
Wiltshire. An area from where the
‘Windmill Hill’ culture reveals the oldest
known settlements in Britain, dating to
about 3700 BC. Explanations for those
found at Windmill Hill include their use
as storage pits and cattle compounds.
If some of the larger indentations on
the sides of Parlick that are not those
associated with the relatively modern
shooting butts, (to be found between
Fairsnape and Saddle Fell) were cattle
compounds in the distant past, they
may account for the association of the
legend of the “Dun Cow”, with Parlick.
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According to the legend, as described in published literature, the Dun Cow was a magical
beast that roamed the Bleasdale, Chipping and Browsholme terrain, giving an abundance of
milk to all and when thirsty, it drank from a well called Nick’s water pot on the top of Parlick.
The top of Parlick is not really a place where you’d expect to find a well, so it is thought that
the reference to the “top of Parlick” in the legend was due to the significance of Parlick to
the culture that evolved around the Bleasdale Circle from the time it was built between
1900 and 1720 BC. If so, according to relevant sources, this would suggest that the Dun
Cow legend may have had Neolithic Origins, with Nick’s Water Pot reminding us that Nick’s
chair still existed on the top of Blindhurst Fell, the ridge that extends from the top of Parlick
to the top of Fairsnape Fell.
Dun Cow references are rare in old Celtic stories. The two best known are those of
Manannan mac Lir, the pagan Celtic god of the sea, after whom the Isle of Man is named.
These were ‘cows with twisted horns, a speckled cow and a dun cow that were always in
milk’. The other Dun Cows were those of the Irish pagan Celtic god Lugh, a sky god whose
counterpart was Lleu Skilful Hand in the old Welsh legendary stories. This legend apparently
tells how Lugh advised the people of Ireland to satisfy the demands of an aggressive
character called Bres, who required, as a tribute; ‘vast quantities of milk from cows all of
the same colour’. The advice given by Lugh was that they should create ‘magic cows from
bog stuff so they were all Dun Cows’
It is suggested by those in the know, that the Dun Cow stories appear to represent man’s
desire to manipulate their gods in order that they would supply them with an abundance of
food products, in this case, milk. Such stories are typical and appear to be set in the
‘cauldron of plenty’ theme. A theme where the story of the Holy Grail is alleged to have
evolved, but with an abundance of religion taking over from an abundance of food. The
stories, it is suggested, are stories of expectation, in that, sometime in the future, there is
hope of prosperity. But unlike the majority of modern people whose demands can never be
satisfied, the Dun Cow story suggests, that all those who lived in the distant past required
was a reliable food supply, as even then, there was an abundance of religion.
So that’s what I’ve found about Parlick, but I’m not sure there isn’t more. I haven’t seen a
Dun Cow yet and don’t know anybody else who has – unless you know different of course.
There is mention in the text of a Celtic Sky God Lugh, maybe he could help us with the
weather, but we would need the cows back to get some milk for Bres - Maybe not!
On a final note, may I wish all our members a very merry Christmas and a happy and
flyable new year.
- Pete Batterby
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A Picture Paints ...

... a Thousand Words
This GoPro screen capture, on the other hand, taken from my recent trip to Portmoak, elicited
only a few words at the time and most of them had four letters! I’d been heading in the
opposite direction, pushing upwind through wave sink, hoping to contact lift on the other side.
The sink just got worse and at my pre-arranged “give-up” safety height of 1,700 feet, I
turned to regain Bishop Hill. Unfortunately, the sink was particularly vicious as I turned and
by the time I’d completed my 180°, this was the sight that greeted me. That ridge looks a
very long way away!
To sum up and give a sense of scale, I am now near Kinross and still in sink at just under
1,400 feet and very nearly 5 miles from the safety of the ridge. I know from my journey out
that the sink will persist for most of that journey and some of it will be 6 to 8 down. Worse,
in order to get there, the most direct route lies straight across a couple of miles of very deep
loch! Rest assured, I had a plan B and a Plan C, but neither of them appealed as much as the
direct approach. (OK, there was a plan D as well, but that was discounted, as we don’t
mention the “Turbo” word.)
Fortunately, I was in my Ventus, familiar with the area and “knew” that even though it
looked visually daunting, this was eminently do-able. So, I went with Plan A - Fly fast
through the sink, get across the loch ASAP and then convert the speed back into height as I
reach lift near the ridge. (Plans B and C could still be called on later if really needed).
I offer the picture above as a sort of “Spot the Ball Competition.” Place your cross where you
think you’d end up! If I’d been in a K13 or a K8, I’d probably be busy putting my swimming
trunks on!
But this is where a slippery glass ship has all the performance advantages over wood and
canvas! I dropped the nose and the ASI was very quickly recording over 100 knots (Flaps -2
to improve the glide ratio at this speed.) As this was effectively a downwind dash on a very
windy day, the ground / water was rushing past beneath me at a good 130mph! Whenever
the sink diminished a little, I was able to dolphin to minimise height loss and within about
two (very noisy and slightly tense) minutes, I was pulling back on the stick to meet the ridge
lift and relaxing again.
My aircraft had behaved like the true star that she is and amazingly, when I turned to beat
along the ridge, I found I was still at 1,200 feet. I’d lost only 200 feet covering the entire
distance! It sometimes just amazes me how well a “modern” sailplane can perform. All hail
the glass revolution!
By the way, if you’d like to see those two minutes in real time, click HERE
- Keith Clarke
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Lookout!

Ian has always stressed the importance of maintaining a good lookout and so we
weren’t too surprised that he was the one who spotted an elusive local creature
making a fleeting appearance during our walk over Benarty. His sudden cry of “Loch
Monster at 9 o’clock!” snapped all our heads round and without his constant vigilance,
we could well have missed it entirely.
Well done Ian!

The value of a good lookout can never be underestimated!
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Here’s to a safe and
very happy 2018!

Editor’s Endbit
And that marks the end of another newsletter and the end of another year! As usual, a big thank
you to all the people who took the time and effort to contribute and make this edition such a success.
If you didn’t write in for this issue, please make sure you send something next time. The deadline
date for the next newsletter will be Sunday, 4th March and I look forward to hearing from you. As
always, you don’t have to wait until then. Send me your stuff at any time and I’ll keep it safe until
the next deadline. Please send all copy to soaringkeith@gmail.com Keep Flying and Stay Happy!
Keith Clarke - Editor

